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Tiger Report
The Tiger Platoon will sell
Harper Gault's new book
"Big Thursday" at the State
-Fair game.
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Thev recently elected Senior
Council will assume its duties immediately.
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USC-CIemson Groups Meet To Plan for State Fair
'Blue Key Chapters To Sponsor
Two-Band Dance Wednesday Night

Seniors Elect Councilors
New Men Assume Number of
Duties Immediately
Veterans
With (lass Officers
Seven students were elected to
the senior council at an election
held Tuesday in which 204 members of the senior class voted.
Those who came out first in a
field of fourteen candidates are
Paul H. Barton, mechanical engineering of Taylors, James D.
Bozard, agriculture economics of
-Orangeburg, and Addison B. Carwile, agriculture engineering of
Abbeville.
Also Gilbert Hardee, agriculture economics of Loris, H. Graham. Reynolds, architecture engineering of Columbia, T. E.
Thornhill,. textile engineering of
Charleston, and Jarnes N. Young,
agriculture economics of Florence.
These men, in addition to the
senior class officers, President V.
N. Thornhill, Vive-president J. H.
Trescott, Secretary - treasurer
John Moorer, and Historian F. K.
Norris, will begin their duties immediately as members of this
disciplinary and corrective organization of the student government.
Other men in the running were
Frank Gorman, Richardson Hanckel, Harold A. Hollembeak, William Pruitt, James H. Shirer,
George Siokos, and C. M. Trott. .

180 Students, Nine
05d Members Turn
'Out For Rifle Team
President of the rifle team, B.
I W. Mitchum, vocational agriculr tural education junior of Smoaks,
has announced that approximately one hundred and eighty students, plus nine old members,
turned out for the first meeting
of the year on October 6.
From these nine ,old members
and prospective members two or
three teams will be chosen by
competitive shooting.
A change in the coaching staff
.has put Capt. W. E. Smith as
coach and Capt. P. M. Anderson
'as assistant coach. Sgt. Cox is
also to help in instruction.
Present plans of the team call
for shoulder to shoulder and telegraphic matches with other teams.

Freshman (lass

After a number of years on the
increase, the proportion between
veterans and non-veterans is finally on the wane in the present
student body of 3250.
Of the students that enrolled
for the first time this September,
483 are non-veterans and 204 are
ex-GI's. This is in comparison
among the old students of 1900
men with service records and 663
without.
Divided along scholastic
lines, the freshman group is
the largest with 1092. This
class is followed by the sophomores with 914 the juniors
with 756, seniors with 453,
and specials, post-graduates
-and graduates with 35.
For the second straight year,
there are more students in the
School of Engineering than in any
two other schools combined.
The breakdown according to
schools is as follows:
Agriculture
1
619
Arts & Sciences
323
Chemistry
4'
Textiles
615
Education
.
244
Engineering
1373

Frank Lucius, agricultural engineering junior of West Palm
Bc~ch. Florida, was elected pres;ident of the Clemson College Glee
Club on September 30.
Other officers elected at that
time are H. C Shadwell, electrical engineering junior of Columbia, vice president; E. W. Seigler,
textile manufacturing junior of
Greenwood, business manager
and treasurer; and William Walters, industri'al education senior
of Lancaster, secretary.
Also, Vann Brewster, pre-med
sophomore of Cedartown, Ga., librarian; and R. F. Wiggins, education junior of Mullins, publicity
manager.

Professors Attend
Marketing Meet
Plans were laid in Raleigh,
North Carolina last week for a
thorough study of Irish. Potatoe
marketing in the southeast, with
particular reference to economic
losses because of spoilage in transit and on grocery shelves.
Attending the conference from
this state were Dr. G. H. Aull, Dr.
W. T. Ferrier, Mr.'j. F. Miles of
the Agricultural Economics department at Clemson and Dr. W.
M. Epps of the Truck Experiment
Station in Charleston.

Lewis Malphrus.Has
Accepted Post Here
Lewis D. Malphrus, who received a degree from Clemson in
agricultural economics in 1938,
has recently accepted a position
at Clemson in the Department of
Agricultural Economcis and Rural Sociology. He also studied
at the University of Tennessee,
where he received his Masters
degree in 1940.

-Gus Ott, architecture of Columbia, and William Adams, electrical engineering of North Charleston, were nominated for the
office of president bf the Freshman class at a meeting held on
Tuesday night at seven o'clock
in the College Chapel.
Other nominees include John
Dent and Ray Matthews for vicepresident; Bennie Patterson and
Crawford arren for secretarytreasurer; Waverly Brown and
Charles Boyle for historian.
Freshman class election will be
held on Tuesday, October 14.
Stump speeches by the candidates will be made on Monday
night at seven o'clock in the
College , Chapel. The speachmaking will be sponsored by Strawberry Leaf, honorary forensic society.
■

New Club Formed
By Textile Chemists
Organization of the American
Association of Textile Chemists
and Colorists was begun Tuesday
night by a group of upperclassmen who are majoring in textile
chemistry.
According to information given
The Tiger by -A. M- Hand this
grouD is open to any man who is
enrolled as a textile chemistry
major.
The only requirement
necessary for membership is approval of Joseph Lindsay, the
t'aciilty adviser, and the members
of the club.
Election of officers was held
at this meeting and A. M. Hand
was elected chairman; J. L. Heaton, vice-chairman; R. H. France,
secretary; and G. F. Hemphill,
treasurer.
Others .who were present and
will be listed as charter members
are A. W. Bloxham, T. A. Jeffords,
J. M. Nesius, J. E. Hudson and
Jerome Wilson.
Also attending were-R. E. Taylor, R. N. Westmoreland, H. H.
Fair, B. L. Powers, G. M. Moisson,
A. L. Lefler, W. B. Kelsey, J. P.
Clancy and C. M. Barrett.

Fourth Edition Of
Book By Collings
Is Off The Press
This ' summer the fourth revised edition of an Agricultural
textbook written by Dr. Gilbert
Collings, head of the Agronomy
Department, rolled off the press.
The book, "Commercial Fertilizers", is used as a text in most
of the agricultural colleges of the
United States and in some foreign countries. It is one of the
Blakiston Series of Agricultural
Textbooks, of which Dr. Collings
is Editor.
The book is extensively used as
a reference book in many chemical manufacturing plants and
some of the country's largest fertilizer plants have for years followed the practice" of presenting
a copy of Dr. Collings' book • to
all new employees in their manufacturing and sales departments.
An editorial in the August issue
of Commercial Fertilizer, a trade
magazine, called the book "a
classic in the field."

Baptist Students
Plan Weiner Roast

Millions, Banks Vie
For Soon President

Baptist married students will
gather for a weiner roast at the
"Y" Cabin Friday night, October
10, at 6:30. According to Jim
S'pangenberg, minister of students, over two hundred invitations have been sent out.
Guests of honor at the weiner
roast will be the teachers of the
couples' Sunday school classes,
Professors J. Harvey Mitchell,
physics, and Lewis Malphrus,
agricultural sociology.
The nursery will be open at
the church for the convenience
of couples with children.

Frank Millians, pre-med of
/Charlotte, North % Carolina, and
Arthur Banks, electrical engineering of St. Matthews, were
nominated for the .-office of president of the Sophomore class at a
meeting held in the College
Chapel on Monday night at 6:45.
Other nominees include Perry
Rice, textile manufacturing of
Anderson, and Wayne Ballentine,
agricultural engineering of Blythwood; for vice-president; Bob
McLeod, mechanical engineering
of Sumter, and Howell Arthur,

arts and sciences of Bristol, Tenn.,
for secretary-treasurer; and Mack
White,, mechanical engineering of
Charlotte, North Carolina, and
Bill Gressette, mechanical engineering of Florence, for historian.
The nominations" were conducted by Bill Moore, president of the
junior class.
The nominees will make stump
speeches on their own behalf at
seven o'clock on Thursday night
in the Collegei Chapel. Strawberry Leaf, honorary forensic society, is sponsoring the speeches.

— ♦ Palmer McArthur, president of
the U. S. C. student body; Bill
Young, president of Carolina's
Blue Key, and Richard Breeland..
law student and former Editor of
The Tiger had been given full authority to represent the Carolina
student body.
Jointly, the Carolina and ClemHarold F. Landrith, president son representatives formulated
of the Calhoun Forensic Society, plans for a Wednesday night, preannounced Monday that the ini- game dance for both student
tiation for the new "amendments" bodies. A program, designed to
of the society will get underway reduce friction between the inwith the presentation of the gavel stitutions, also was outlined.
Both groups expressed' a desire"
at a social in the "Y" Cafeteria
Thursday night at 8:45. Ceremo- for more friendly relations. The
nies of the initiation will continue delegation from Carolina pledged
through the 16th, when the new iis support in carrying out a long
members will be formerly accept- range program to be initiated
this year. ■
ed in the club. .
Two bands, one from each
The new members who will
school, are to play for the
begin their' initiation Friday are
Wednesday night dance which
James K. Addison, William E.
will be sponsored jointly by
Darby, Hollis L. Hance, Fred W.
the two Blue Key chapters.
Herlihy, Floyd F. Kay, Daniel S.
May, and Leonard M. Magruder.
All profit derived from the
Also Earle E. Morris, George P.
dollar admission will be
Mandanis, Sturat Penn, Robert
placed in a fund to be used
F. Rayle, Leonard D. Reynolds,
in a similar manner next
Frank Seddon, Preston S. Shealy,
year.
Allen' D. Tison, Wendell H.
In an effort to cement relations
Thomas, Robert O. Watson, and between the two schools, the
Vernon K. Williams.
Carolina group proposes to provide a limited number of accommodations in the tenements for
Clemson students. According to
the representatives, a plan will
be worked out and made known
to the students of this school prior
Nine ton-ranking students in the to October twenty-second.
By a vote of the two groups,
School of Arts and Sciences-have
been invited' to join Sigma Tau a joint committee, formed by the
Epsilon, local scholastic fraternity Blue Key chapters, will administer the details concerning the
for men majoring in that school.
dance. The chairmanship of this
The new members are J. N.
Berry of Atlanta, R. L. Chaplin of committee will be . rotated anRidgeland, G. C. Fant, Jr., of An- nually, and plans are to be made
derson, H. H. Kirkpatrick of Mart- for the entertainment as well as
ella, Iowa, L. E. Kirven of Pine- for the fostering of general good
wood, H. F. Landrith of Seneca, J. relations.
O. McCrary of Greenville, E. E.
Morris of Pickens, and W. A. Wood
Tau Beta Pi Sends
of Greenwood.
Informal initiation begins today
for the nine students and will end Two Members To New
next Thursday with the formal ini- York Convention
tiation ceremony that night.
The fraternity, which was the
Two members of the Clemson
first one on the campus to give tu- chapter of the Tau Beta Pi Fratoring aid to deficient students,
ternity, W. W. Pruitt, electrical
plans to arrange a schedule dncluding all subjects covered by the engineering senior of Greenville,
and J. C. Martin, electricaf enSchool of Arts and Sciences.
Present officers of the club are gineering senior of Orangeburg,
President L. H. Maier, Vive-Presi- left f6r New York on October 7
dent W. M. Wilkins, and Secretaryfor the 42nd. annual Tau Beta
Treasurer A. B. Robinson.
Pi
National Convention.
To be a member of Sigma Tau
Representatives from chapters
Epsilon, a student must have finished his first two years of work all over the United States are to
and must have at least a cumula- be present at the convention,
tive grade point ratio of 5.00.
quarters for the convention which
will last three days, October 9,
Clemson Automatic
10, and 1.1.
Delegates will spend their time
Home Laundry To
at the convention in numerous
Begin Work Soon
business meetings, banquets, and
Opening date for the Clemson dinners. Toward the end of the
Automatic Home Laundry has convention a semi-formal dance
not been definitely set by Mrs. will be held at Columbia UniH. T. Haywood, owner and man- versity. Part of the program for
ager, but operation will begin as the delegates during their stay in
soon as, certain minor equipment New York will be guided tours of
the city..
is installed.
The laundry, located at the
corner of Folger Street and Seneca Highway, will take in clothing
from any person and is not limiting its patronage to families of
All old members of AIEE
veterans. No pressing will, be
who were not at the last
done; all the laundry will be remeeting are urged by the secturned as wet wash.
retary to come by room 2-301
New Bendix machinery will be
and have their names put on
used in the laundry, and capable
the club roll.
oerators are to handle all phases
of the washing.
Any students who wish to
tryout for any department of .,
The Tiger ceme by the office
in the basement of the Main
Building at 6:45 Friday night
for a short meeting. AH old
members are also requested to
come for a few minutes.

erensic Society
Chooses Eighteen

Decreasing At First Meeting

J
Mu Beta Psi Elects Glee Club Elects
rr
Thirteen "Discords
ius Head
Mu Beta Psi, national honorary
music fraternity, tapped thirteen
new members into the organization at its last meetingT
The men who have been chosen
for membership are John E. Bell
of Orangeburg, Toxey C. Califf of
Charleston, James E. Cothran and
John R. Cothran of Inman, Edwin A. Foard of Marion, Miles E.
Gettys of Gaffney, and Mark D.
Harris t of Camden.
Also Edwin A. Freeman of
Clemson, Thomas A. Hill of
Florence, Tommy F. McCraw of
Gaffney, Duncan C. Mclntyre of
Marion, Thomas C. Rickenbacker
of Charlotte, N. C, and Eddie W.
Seigler of Greenwood."
The purpose of this club is to
strive for the betterment of music
and musical organizations on the
campus. New members, who are
called "discords," are chosen for
their musical ability and the interest they show in musical
activities at Clemson.

Student and faculty members of Blue Key met with a
delegation from the University of South Carolina Tuesday
night for the purpose of making plans for better student
relations during State Fair week-end.

.
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Brice Lytle is pinning a scabbard and Blade'pledge ribbon on Vann Deas, while "poor fishes" Al
Robinson and N. C. Brackett stand at attention awaiting their turns.

Military Frat Selects Men Sigma Tan Epsilon
AIEE Elects Sixty
Students Members
Frank Gorman, secretary
of AIEE, has announced that
sixty new members have been
accepted in the organiation.
At the second meeting of
the year on October 1-, Professor Wood of the Physics
Department gave an hour
long demonstration on the
effect of magnetic fields.
It has been stated that the
programs through December
have already been planned
with several field trips are
under consideration.

New ROTC Manuals
Will Supersede Old

informally This Wei
Scabbard and Blade, national
honorary military, society, tapped
ten new rrfembers at retreat for"• 033 Bowman Field, October 2.
The fish, as initiates to the organization are called, are Lieutenant Colonels G. F. Lewis, Van
J. Deas, A. B. Kitchen, and E.
H. Pittman; Major W. D. Atkinson; Captains A. B. Robinson, N. C. Brackett, J. K. Addison
and J. R. Lay; and First Lieutenant R. H. Holley.
The fish will receive a fourteen-day informal initiation, after which they will be formally
initiated.
Scabbard and Blade, whose
purpose is to unite the military
departments of American, colleges
and universities in a closer relationship and to preserve and develop the qualities for good , and
efficient officers, is led at Clemson by Colonel Brice Lytle, cap-*
tain; Major Joe Font, first lieutenant, executive officer; and
Captain Jack Reese, first sergeant.

Colonel A. J. Thackston has announced that four volumes of
ROTC textbooks will incorporate
the entire ROTC course of study
and will entirely supersede field
manuals for common subjects.
Field manuals will be used, however, in the study of tactics and
techniques applicable to the various branches of the Army and
Air Force.
The first of these four 850-page
volumes for junior and senior
ROTC students which were- to be
distributed September 27, have
not yet arrived at the command- Egyptian Minister
ant's office.
These manuals, which consist Pays Campus Visit
of one volume for Junior ROTC
Loutfy Mansour, Director of
and three volumes . for ROTC
the
Bureau of Economic Arground and air students, will be
fairs of the Presidency of the
furnished without cost to the
Council of Ministers of Egypt,
students. The first text to be
visited
the campus on October
distributed is Volume One of the
6 and 7.
senior manual series.
During this period he inOne junior manual, covering all
spected the Textile School and
subjects in the curriculm of
the USDA Fiber and SpinJunior ROTC units, will be disning Laboratories.
tributed in late October. Volumes
According to available inTwo and Three of the senior
formation, the visitor was inmanual are to be printed in Noterested in becoming acvember and shipped in late Noquainted with textile and the
vember or early December.
mechanical operations dealThe set will contain about 1,000
. ing with the field of agriculpages of illustrations and 600
ture.
combat photographs from Department of the Army files. The
books are to be used as study
texts rather than field manuals. Regular Army Will
They contain more of the "why" Take 1000 Officers
than field manuals because AdUnder the new War Departvanced ROTC students have less
time for applicatory instructions. ment officer procurement plan it
is ' anticipated that approximately
1,000 Honor Graduates from ROTC
Lt. Col. Davis Hughes colleges
will be taken into the
Regular Army annually with a
Retired From Army
Lt. Col. Davis Gregory Hughes, sizable amount to come from
professor of drawing and design- Clemson.
With Military Science and Tacing, was recently retired from'
the army with that rank, accord- tics running parallel with cadet
ing to an announcement made by life here, the Clemson graduate
the office ' of Senator Olin D. will have an advantage over the
majority of those schools where
Johnston.
Because of a knee ailment, military is only a subject.
which became aggrevated during ' Recently four boys from South
his war service, the colonel be- Carolina colleges received comcame physically disabled for fur- missions upon their graduation.
ther army duty. However, he They are J. R. Fitzpatrcik and W.
will continue to serve in the de- E. Chapman of The Citadel and
partment of drawing and de- H. C. Brown and J. L. Morrison
of Wofford.
signing.

Taps Proofs Will
*
Be Ready Monday
Serial numbers of Taps
proofs that have been received
by the staff will be posted on
the Guard Room bulletin
board beginning next Monday.
Students wfeose numbers are
listed are to go by the office
in the bottom of Barracks 7 in
order to select the picture that
they prefer to place in this
year's edition of the yearbook.
As additional proofs come in,
the serial numbers will be
placed on the list.

Members Of ASCE
invited To Big
Meet In Florida
Members of the American Society of Civil Engineers have been
invited te, attend a conference at
the Hotel Roosevelt in Jacksonville, Florida, on October 14.
Students who attend will' hear
outstanding members of the civil
engineering profession as over 500
prominent engineers are expected to attend.
" ,
The three day meeting will be
high-lighted by seven 'technical
sessions, at which leading men
will speak on highways, city planning, waterways, sanitary engineering, and other phases of civil
engineering. Problems confronted in the South will also be discussed.

J. M. Stepp Appointed
To Sub-Committee
Dr. James M. Stepp, Professor
of Agricultural Economics, has
been named a member of a subcommittee to study and report on
problems of low-income farmers.
This sub-committee is one of
four engaged in making special
studies for the Agricultural Policy
Committee of the Association of
Land Grant Colleges and Universities.
Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the
School of Agricultural Economics,
is one of the seven members of
the committee.

NOTICES

Little Theatre Group
Names Cast for Play
Casting for "The Bishop Misbe-'
haves," first play of the season by
the Clemson College Little Theater,
has been completed, according to
an announcement by Professor J.
P. Winter, director for the 'organization.
The male lead goes to George
Beach who portrays the mysteryloving Bishop, and in the feminine
lead is Shirley Strange as the eccentric sister of the churchman.
Supporting roles are to be taken
by J. B. Shuler as Red Eagen, L.
M. Magruder 'as Donald Meadows,
Gaynelle Williams as Hester

Grantham, Joe McMahan as Collins, Jeff MCMahan as Frenchy,
and Ira Slobodien as Mr. Brooke.
Mac Burnet and Ruth Burnet
will play the roles of Guy Walker
and Mrs. Walker respectively.
The initial rehearsal will be
next Monday in the college chapel,
and thereafter three rehearsals will
be held each week on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays.
Names of the production staff
will be posted soon on the YMCA
bulletin where all notices of the
Little Theater are to be carried.

All seniors who wish to get additional information in their writeups for Taps are requested to go
by the office on or before Oct. 17.
Anything later than.that date can
not be taken.
All junior students interested in working on the Slpistick are requested by the editor, G. C. Wilburn, to get in
touch with p,ny member of
the senior staff or be at the
next meeting which will be
around October 20.
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color with armchair comfort.
Our Senior Platoon is sponsoring the broadcast and they will
use the proceeds from the admission fee to help finance their
trips.
All students, and townfolk
too, had better come early and
grab a good seat; they won't
last- long.
An illustrious Tiger alumni,
Harper Gault of Rock Hill, has
just finished an interesting book
entitled "Big Thursday," an ac-

curate and colorful portrayal of
all the spirit that goes with 'the
annual Carolina-Clemson football classic.'
This little book goes on sale
immediately and distribution on
the campus will be in the hands
of the Senior Platoon.
In his work, Harper Gault
calls the game and fair the
largest social event of the year
for South Carolinians where
college students, business men,
and state officials rub elbows in
one big, happy throng.

Sports Editor
Managing Edited

<

llobert Burns
Frank Gorman

This Saturday > Clemson students will not be strung from
here to Anderson in their cars
trying to get a faint glimmer of
how the game is going.
This Saturday an excellent
broadcast set-up will be furnished by radio station WAIM for
the N. C. State-Clemson football
tussle. •
The play-by-play description
will be piped directly to the college Field House where the Anderson station will have a special loudspeaker system. Game
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-
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Cooperation Requested
Problems have arisen concerning the coordination of
student meetings on the campus. Some of the clubs and
organizations which agreed to abide by the schedule which
was recommended by Blue Key have failed to do so.
'there is only one way to make the program work, and
that is for all parties coneerned to refrain from violating the
standard procedure. No called meetings are to be held on
any night during the week. By mutual agreement of all
club presidents—called meetings are to be held after the
noon meal, and at no other time.
If it becomes absolutely necessary for your organization
to have a meeting which, does not appear on the schedule,
all you need do is to notify Johnny Evans, President of Blue
Key, and relieve yourself of the responsibility. Do not
be guilt of imposing upon another organization. Bemember, any thoughtless action might disrupt the whole system
which h,as been established for the common good. Let's not
destroy a very beneficial program because of selfsih interests.

New Spirit Noted
' Clcmson's old school spirit will not return because it
has been superseded by a new school spirit. Problems,-both
old and new, remain with us, but progressive solutions
should be forthcoming. We are now well in the process of
solving many of our difficulties by the use of the potent
weapons—energy and optimism.
Pessimism has ruled for the past several years because
of the prevalence of much talk and little action. There is
every indication that much of the activity which is now in
progress will ultimately result in success. The best way to
realize our goal is to use the effective tool—hard work.
Every individual is in a position to help. School spirit
and .student achievement is not accomplished by the few.
Every man must participate! Ask yourself—are you -help.
Uig?
Cooperation is a must. If you are called upon to help a
progressive Clemson now greater, do your part. Better
still —be a constructive instigator yourself. Your, ideas may
be better than those of another. If they are—you're failing
your school by not advancing your theories. Let's work together, and succeed together.
Don't follow a pessimist—he never goes anwhere.

Noted Rivals Lead The Way
Carolina and Clemson have jointly scored. By anticipating the need for better inler.school relations, the Gamecocks and Tigers have made advanced plans of which, both
schools may well be proud. In so doing, these two noted
rivals have set an example which may prove to be only the
beginning of better things to come.
We feel that friendly rivalry should be maintained at
all sports events of the future, and there is no reason why
tins feeling should not spread to other schools. Certainly
if Carolina and Clemson can coordinate plans to erase vandalism -others can do likewise. Congratulations to two
great schools for one great action.

Decisive Action
Now that a new senior council has been elected we hope
I hat these newly installed officials will prove themselves
worthy of the confidence vote which they received. 'Many
improvements can be made by this group, and good government and discipline can result.
We feel that the1 student constitution should be revised
in many ways. This group is in a position to effect such,
changes.
The Tiger advocates a revision in the handling of dis.
ciplinary cases. In the past, there has been much procrastination and inefficiency in dealing with student law violators,
'i his should be halted. In fairness to both student and
school, senior council action should be decisive and swift.
Let's face the facts. If the governing body of this
school is to be effective, it must be fair and—business must
be transacted without an unnecessary lapse of time.

Dr. Poole Says
Graduate works offers outstanding students with the
bachelor's degree the opportunity to secure a broad and
thorough education in some specific field of learning. The professor, eminently qualified, becomes the student's counselor
and, in a sense, his co-worker.
The professor is no longer the<
teacher as in the undergraduate
work and from now on the responsibility to; learn by reachirtg
into every avenue of knowledge
is placed directly on the student.
It is therefore important that
the graduate student posses an
intellectual and inquiring mind.
He must have the love of learning and must discipline his mind
to the long hours of hard work.
Demonstration of ability is required by-research under scientific procedures to establish the
truth of a given hypothesis or
hunch.

In the past Clemson has had
many students attend the prominent graduate school of this
country. During the first fifty
years after its founding the establishment of strong undergraduate curricula was of first
consideration. Now, by virtue
of a good staff, the college is
ready to offer graduate work
leading to the degree of Master
of Science and Doctor of Philosophy.
We shall build our
graduate program with the samje
thoroughness and soundness that
was given the undergraduate
curricula. Graduate work is., a
means of discovering truth and
of finding ways to make it serve
society.
The demand for men with
graduate training has increased
so much there is now a very
great shortage of teachers and
research workers.
Industries

u

m

have begun to demand in large
numbers men with Ph. D. degrees. Clemson, with its tradi-'
tion for sound work in the undergraduate field, is obligatedto maintain its rightful position
in educating and preparing
young men to meet the needs
of South Carolina and the South
for good teachers, and for men
who will solve the problems in
industry and agriculture so that
progress will always be a reality.
Opportunities for graduate work
in science and technology in the
southern states are challenging.
At Clemson we have accepted
the challenge and it will be
entered with earnestness. Educational institutions and industry are looking for men who
have gone \o the top in education. We want South Carolina
young men to prepare themselves for accepting and meeting
these opportunities.

Campus Chatter
By THOMAS A. COLLINGS
Residents of C Street and a
The Clemson Baptist Mis- has a membership of 65 and is a
few from across the alley on D sionary Society enjoyed a tea civic organization. Mr. . C. L.
Street spent quite an evening following their regular meeting Morgan is president and Dr. J.
in the "Y" cabin recently, when on Monday afternoon.
C. Green is secretary.
the wives got together and
Your Chatterer is really enThe Chatterer notices that
staged a wiener roast. The chil- joying this checking up of the Hoke Sloan has been going
dren were there in droves play- Yard Engines. The latest re- around wreathed in smiles.
ing race track and trying to pull search brings out that Margaret From his appearance and achot coals out of the blazzing fire. Stribling is at Winthrop; June tions people expected cigars to
After eating, the men went to Holtzendorff at North Carolina be passed around. The occaone corner and the ladies re- College for Women; and Har- sion: Hoke's sister, Amy Sloan
tired to another. All efforts riet Anderson at Duke.
Howard, has named her son for
to bring them together failed.
The Winthrop Daughters had him. Hoke is already trying to
Could it be that residents of C their first meeting of the year enter his namesake in Clemson;
Street are Quakers?
at the home of Mrs. A. E. Schil- Good luck, Hoke!
At the first regular meeting letter on Friday afternoon, OcAmong old grads here for the
of the Women's Club on Thurs- tober 3.
game on Saturday the Chatterer
day, October 9, Professor PferThe Winthrop alumnae are noticed Joe Hunter' '15, ' Vice
sic, of the Netherlands, gave an expecting _ to have an active or- President of' Springs Cotton
interesting talk.
Also, Bob ganization this year.
Mills, South Orange, N. J.
Thompson sang three solos, acAnother organization of colAmong recent graduates havcompanied by Mrs. E. J. Free- lege women, the local chapter ing positions with R.C.A., Camman.
of the American Association of den, N. J., are B. B. Brown '47,
The Chattener has learned University Women, will have a son of Dean Hugh Brown; Edthat Joe Berly, Jr., '47, has ac- reception on Thursday after- gar Hutto '47, and S. C.~ Stribcepted a position with the Caro- noon, October 9. All women of ling, son of Ag. Editor Striblina Power and Light Co., Ral- the campus eligible for member- ling. John Dickerson '47, is now
eigh, N. C.
'
ship in the A.A.U.W. are in- working with Westinghouse Co.,
Joe Brown, '47, electrical and vited to attend the reception.
.Pittsburgh, Pa.
mechanical engineering gradThe men of the campus are
B. M- Jones, Planning Engiuate, is now teaching at N. C. . not letting the women have a neer of Dukusne Electric Power
State, Raleigh, N.' C, Mr. Brown, monopoly on meetings. The Fel- Co., has taken the position as
who is the son of *Clemson lowship Club held its first meet- Program Director for the Am-"
Treasurer A. J. Brown, taught ing of tyie year on Tuesday ev- erican Institute of Electrical
at Clemson this summer.
ening, October 7. This club Engineers.

Not That it Matters
By HARROLD LANDRITH
...Influence Your Professor
Everyone is willing to give
advice, but few are willing to
follow it. The night before a
> prelim students rush frantically
about trying to find any bit of
information that could be asked
on the test. Are you in such a
dilemma? Has your knowledge
reach a nadir? Don't- be an
intellectual coward. Stand up
and be a manly man!
Who said you have to sit up
long hours in order to get good
grades? No one! Then why do
it?
Vernon Lewis tells us:
"The honor list is out. Take
a copy and circle your name in
red. Then drop the list near
the professor's desk. Casually
pick up the copy and ask:
" 'Professor Brown, did you
drop this honor list with my
name circled in red?'
"From then on, you are in and
what a sly and unsuspecting
way of telling him you are an
honor student. After that you
are in"—Yeah, in a mess!
Reports On the Home Front
This week I have received
many questions from students.
Some I am at loss to answer.
A student in Prefab No. 9
writes:
"My wife drinks up my good
scotch as fast as I bring it
home. What can I do?"
The best way to keep your
wife from drinking your scotch
is to drink it before you get
home.
A student in 4-301 asks:
"How can I live on S65 a
month?"
I'm not sure I can answer

that, but I have heard the ReYou turn on us your sweetest
publicans plan to remedy that in glance
1948. If you think so too, get
Until we saps don't have a
on the bandwagon. (I'm only chance;
kidding, Prof. Epting. My anYou pose and flirt and really
cestors have been Democratic look so'sweet,
since they came over on the
Dry ice would melt when you
Juneflower which landed on turn on the heat.
Leghorn a month after the MayWith luscious lips and painted
flower landed on Plymouth nails
Rock.)
You trap us unsuspecting
The Hornet Lambstew Writes:
males.
I have been in college three
And so we fall and like it
weeks and haven't had a date too—
yet. The first day I arrived I
Just what, you planned for us
wore a low cut dress and strolled to do.
over the men's campus. They
But if a boy won't kiss and
were too busy practicing foot- neck
ball to notice me. The next
You say 'Oh well' and 'What
day I wore shorts; still no re- the heck,
sults. Yesterday I wore my
He's mother's lambiepie;
polkadot bathing suit—and not , You can't get thrills from such
one whistle.
I'm desperate. a guy.'
What can I do?
So girls, don't start to claw us
Dear Lampie, (or is it stew?)
boys;
Your case is difficult for me
To make us stop, turn off the
to haandle. Over here a girl, poise.
period, would cause a flutter of
The boys you go with neck
male hearts. A girl in a bath- with you
ing suit could create a riot!
Because they know you want
However, it must have been the them to."
dots in your bathing suit. Af- Down On The Corner
ter this wear only one polkadot.
Bring back the rat pep meetA Poet At Clemson
ings and pooling—says a rat.
You recall last week that MaI counted the votes; I know
rion of Vassar sent me the plea who my friends are now.—a
of that college. Well, here is vet.
the cowdets' answer voiced by
Jack Reese couldn't be "Osthat former Auburn romeo, car,' not after last week.—a juPete:
nior.
"The answer, girls, is simply
Girls' eyes seem like deep
this:
pools of excitement inviting
It's you who make us want to you to jump in and die happy.
kiss;
—Dr. Rupert Taylor.
You spend your evenings on a
Formula of the Week
new 'hair do'.
To win a date you fret and
School spirit minus fights
stew.
squals a good football game.

Talk of the Town
By TALLY S. FOX
Old Mr. Vandalism has been dealt a low
blow! If present plans which are being
worked up jointly by the
Clemson and Carolina student bodies materialize, destructive action and illfeeling are on the wray out.
At the Carolina-Clemson
game this year, a spirit of
friendship will prevail.
Again, this will be possible
oidy if present plans are
carried out. successfully.
Instead of Clemson invading the Carolina campus, the students from the'
Blue Ridge will be welcomed as
"guests". The University campus will
not be a fortress defended by rivals
but rather, a "reception hall" with Car.
olina students as "hosts".

BOLD MOVE
A bold move, indeed, this is. But we feel
that full support of this program should be
given by every Clemson man. We can find
no fault with any plan which will redirect
excess energies from destructive channels
into those of good relations and of friendship.
If the student leaders of these two
great ihstitutions aren't careful, they
are going to have an unprecedented
spirit of good will on their hands.

DIME A, DOZEN
Progressive, well founded ideas were a
dime a dozen at the joint meeting of Clem,
son's Blue Key, representatives of the faculty and administration, and Carolina's student delegation. With the details of the
occasionn being worked out by these campus
leaders, we sec no cause which will prevent
this annual classic from being the best yet!
Included in this plan is a spirit of cooperation of both student bodies. Assurance of
success of this entire idea, it seems to us,
rests solely on this point.
Upon each man's shoulders rests the
responsibility of giving his full support
to the project. A handful of people
can easily jeopardize the program of
the many.
GUEST-HOST
It is imperative that all Clemson students
proceed to Columbia with a friendly spirit,
cloaked with the mantle of cooperation.
This "Guest-Host" relationship sounds fine
to us. We firmly believe that the "Country

Gefitlemen" will capitalize on this opportu.
nity to justify this distinction.
We feel sure that the clientele of both institutions will be eager to climb on the
band wagon and cooperate with this attempt to raise the relations between Clem,
son and Carolina.

PARKING PROBLEM HIT'
Work on the parking problem is -continuing. A committee, composed of Mr.
Watson, the local cop and the newly assigned highway patrolman, is making a
survey of possible additional space which
may be converted into parking areas.
Already, spaces have been marked off
along the Greenville highway. This is the
first move to aleviate the congestion.
If this speedy method of approach were
used in approaching all our problems, we
think that the solutions would be readily
reached. Compliments arc due those who
are responsible for this undelaycd action.

SEATING FOR 3214
There has been much discussion concerning the seating at the Wake Forest game.
Most commentators maintained that the student section was not large enough to seat
the students attending and their dates.
In reviewing this mailer with several college officials, who have been supervising
the sale of tickets and the reserving
-eats
for several years, we found thai
ir.
day's situation was unavoi,
rom
experience, it has been found thai
no
are reserved, and 500 people are
d to
an area which would normally ,
date 1000, the area will be filled, wi
ingly no room to spare."
i
To show how easily one may be m
led by the appearance of the stands,
let's look at the estimated crowd at the
P. C. game. The official estimate car.
ried by the newspapers was 14,000;
whereas, the actual count was only
11,000.
That was the situation at the game. There
were 3211 seats reserved for the student
,;
body and their dates. Thcr
mately 3225 students in scho
After the number of students i
nected with the football tearat the gates, of ushers and «i t
employees, the allotcd section would easily
scat the student body and with room to
spare. And the 600 date who also attend.
ed the game could occupy those left by the
students who were away for the week-end.
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Tigers Downed By Deacons
'Clemson
Invades
Wolfpack

Reynolds
Is Injured
In Game
Clemson's Tigers matched
touchdown with touchdown with
Wake Forest last Saturday, but a
safety on a blocked punt late in
the second period spelled defeat
for the home team before some
15,000 fans who jammed the
Clemson staduim to see these
two Southern Conference schools
clash.
Bobby Gage, who played superb
ball throughout the game, had
one of his punts blocked by "Red"
O'Quinn who rushed through the
Clemson line and gave the visitors
a 2-0 lead at half time.
Clemson quickly returned to
the wars in the second half by recovering a Wake fumble and
several plays later, Gage found
John Poulos of Spartanburg waiting in the end zone for a touchdown pass. Cagle converted to
give the Tigers a 7-2 lead. However, the Deacons struck back
quickly through the passing of
Tom Fetzer and the line plunging of George Pryor to give the
visitors their first TD, the score
coming on a pass from Fetzer to
Quarterback Ognovich. Ognovich
converted to put the Wake Forest
back in the ball game.
Bob Martin, Clemson blocking
back, gathered in a fumble on the
Wake 13 to give the Tigers a
break, and they quickly converted
this into six points. Gage ran the
ball to the one yard stripe, and
Jack Miller plunged over for the
score. Cagle made the conversion,
his eleventh in twelve tries for
the season.
Bobby Gage again displayed
his wares as the Tigers' number
one back by picking up 166 yards
running and passing.
He did
not score in this game, but pass-»
ed for the first Clemson score,
and set up the next one on an
end sweep of nine yards.

Upsets Ruin Bookies
As
Victim 0! Underdogs
By Bob Bradley
Last week upsets really upset
our applecart, with 8 major upsets over the nation. Consequently, we only picked eleven winners
out of the 20 we put in the paper,
with one, the Rice-ULCA game
ending up in a tie.
This week-end will start the
v
fourth week of football activity
throughout the nation, and we
hope to have a little better luck in
the games that will roll off Saturday.
N. C. State over Clemson-^-As
much as we would like to stick
with the home boys, it seems that
the Wolfpack will have the edge
on the Tigers again this season.
We'll have our fingers crossed
anyway.
Army over Illinois—Army will
stick their neck out on this one.
Before this game is over with,
they will probably wish that
Blanchard and Davis were back.
Number 31 for the Cadets.
Navy over Duke — This game
will be on the toss-up side of the
ledger, but the Middies should
over come the Wade Devils.
South Carolina over Furman—
Two state teams coming together,
but Carolina has the power, and
more reserves than their family
foe. We'll take Enright and the
Birds.
»
Georgia over Kentucky—Georgia really unloaded last week
against L. S. U., and we don't
look for them to slow up once
they have started.
L. S. U. over Texas A &M—
ers have the power that
,et started against Geort we look for them to
i back.
igan over Pittsburgh —
an is rolling and rolling
ham. Pitt might slow them up
a little, but not enough for their
third victory.
Ole Miss over Vanderbilt —
Vandy has had two upsets to their
credit so far this season, but this
one seems to be a stopper.
North Carolina over Wake
Forest—The Deacons have a big
line as displayed at Clemson last
week-end, but the Tar Heels are
due to bounce back.
Rice over Tulane—Jess Neely
strong Uclan eleven last
aryl they will experience
e with the Green Wave
hould come 'out on top.
), Tennessee over Chatta, William and Mary over
VPI, California over Wisconsin,
Auburn over Florida, and Indiana
over Iowa.

By BOB BRADLEY
TIGERS FORCED TO THE AIR AGAIN
The much heavier ^nd faster charging line of the Wake
Forest Demon Deacons forced the Clemson Tigers to take to
the air for the second time in as many games last Saturday
afternoon in the Clemson Stadium. One week earlier in
Boston, the Bengals relied on the pitching arm of Bobby
Gage to keep them in the ball game with the Eagles of Boston College.
The Wake line averaged about twenty pounds heavier
than the home boys, and consequently, held Clemson to a
net gain of twelve yards. Bobby Gage, brilliant tailback of
the Tigers, was the only Tiger with any plus yardage to speak
cf. After Jim Reynolds, Tiger fullback, was forced to the
sidelines early in the second period, the burden was on Gage,
and he did a magnificent job in keeping the Tigers in the
game. The "Schoolboy" again proved that he was the nation's top offensive player in gainnig a total of 166 yards
on the ground and through the air. In the first two games
of the season, Gage lead all other backs in the nation by
gathering up 482 yards in total offense.
Tom Fetzer, Wake back, proved to be effective on the
pitching end for the visitors with Fullback George Pryor
ripping the Clemson line in rolling up big gains. It appeared at times that Pryor would have as many as five
Clemson men hanging on him going along for the ride. Deason End John O'Quinn again displayed good form in snagging passes that brought him the distinction of being fourth
in the nation in that department last year. Guard Bob Leonetti and Center Harry Clark played a yeoman's role in the
line for the visitors, and were constantly breaking through
to smear Clemson backs.
CLEMSON LINE LOOKED GOOD IN BATTLE

L

The whole Clemson line displayed alert ball playing over
their overweight opponents and four times scooped up
bounding Wake Forest fumbles. Frank Gillespie, Phil
Prince, Bill Hunter, Ray Clanton and others tried desperately to slow down the ground attack of the Deacons, but time
and time again ,wore ran over. The Clemson ends snagged
several long passes from Gage, and thus kept the home fans
on edge most of the afternoon hoping for another score to
bring the game out of the fire. Oscar Thompson, diminutive end from Columbia, broke through the Wake Forest
interference on several occasions to break up reverses. Hank
Walker, with two long passes to his credit, and John Poulos
with a touchdown pass, were the highlights of £he Clemson
offensvie game.
STILL NOT A BREATHER IN SIGHT
Coach Frank Howard will again take his grid warriors
on a jaunt this week-end as the Tigers invade Baleigh to
meet the Wolfpack of N. C. State.
The Staters now boast a one and one record, having
gone down before a Duke eleven two week's ago, and then
bouncing back last Saturday night on two breaks to down'
a surprisingly strong Davidson outfit. One score came on
a recovered fumble in the Cats' end zone, and late in the
fourth period, the Wolfpack again recovered a fumble deep
in Cat territory to set up their final tally.
State's fast break-away runner, Harold Turner, is not
with the team due to graduation, but Coach Beattie Feathers
has several up and coming backs that are showing promise
of filling the absent speedster's shoes. Charlie Bichkus, Turn.
er's understudy last year saw little action in the Davidson
game due to an injury received in the Duke game but by
Saturday, may be in the thick of the battle.

Clemson's Tigers . will leave
here Friday afternoon at five
o'clock for their trip to' Raleigh
and meeting with the N. C. State
Wolfpack. Plans will not be carried out to fly to this game as
had previously been announced.
The troupe will go from here to
Greensboro and then on to Raleigh. The Tigers and Wolfpack
will meet face to face at 8:00 Saturday night in Riddick Stadium,
home of the Staters.
The Tigers will be at full
strength with the possible exception of Jim Reynolds, fullback,
who injured a knee in the Wake
Forest game. It is feared that
he will be lost for the game this
week-end, but will probably be
back in shape in time to get in
the | Carolina tussle.
Bobby Gage will again bear the
brunt in the Tiger backfield and
the Clemson hopes will be pinned
on this leading ground gainer.
"Schoolboy" is currently setting
the pace for the rest of the college backs in the country by leading them in total offense.
For the first time since the
opening game, the Tigers will
face a line that will be along their
same weight averaging between
195-200 pounds. The Wolfpack
will depend on Leslie Palmer and
Gwynn Fletcher, two 180 pounders, to carry them through the
clash in the running and passing
department.
N. C. State and Clemson have
met on the gridiron twenty-three
times heretofore with Clemson
snagging 16 of the victories, State
taking 6, and battling to a 0-0 tie
in 1906. -.State beat the Tigers
last year 14-7 with the Tigers
winning the three previous games.
Probable starting lineups:
CLEMSON
POS
STA1
Walker
LE Blomquist
Prince
LT
Rees
Clanton
LG
Watts
Cox
C
Saunders
Gillespie
RG
Musser
Gainer
RT
Dostanko
Thompson
RE
Phillips
Moorer
BB
Bowlby
Gage
LH
Fletcher
Mathews
RH
Bozeman
Miller
FB
Palmer

Going—Going—<Sone!!
FOR QUALITY JEWELRY
VISIT OUR FINE STORE
CleWson Men Always Welcome
MORRIS KINGOFF, Manager
(Class of 34)
16 N. Mainn St — Greenville, S. C.

South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys
Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville

Greenville, S. C.

nlra-Mural Football
Touch football will get underway Monday afternoon with
teams of the Y intra-mural program squaring off in games on
Bowman Field.
Any vet team who wishes to
enter the football program may
do so by giving a list of the players, and the name of their team
to Mr. Cooper at the field.
•With football coming into the
limelight, competition in volley
ball will cease, but men who desire to continue to play this sport
will have the use of the courts on
the quadrangle, and nets will be
provided each afternoon.
The following is a schedule for
touch football that will begin on
Monday afternoon.
Monday, October 13
Co. A vs Co. C
Co. B vs Co. D
Co. E. vs Co. F
Tuesday/ October 14
Co. G. vs Co. I

Co. H vs Co. K
Co. M. vs Band
Wednesday, October 15
Co. L vs Co. A
Co. E vs Co. D
Co. B vs Co. F
Thursday, October 16
Co. C vs Co. G
Co. H vs Co. I
All games will begin at 4:30 on
Bowman Field. Teams that are
not ready to play within 10 minutes after they are scheduled will
forfeit.

DIRECT
FROM
|P MANUFACTURER
1

TEAM
Clemson —
Furman
Georgia
Ole Miss
N. Carolina
Bice
Columbia
Texas A&M
Penn
Duke
NAME

...WINNER

—WINNER
TEAM
N. C. State _
S. Carolina —
Kentucky
Vanderbilt
Wake Forest
Tulane
Yale
L. S. U.
Dartmouth ._
Navy
ROOM NO.

'

TO YOli

1

STONE BROTHERS
Civilian and Military Clothes
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students
108 N. MAIN ST.

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Retail price $28.50
100% virgin wool
® Coliiormo sport coot
in blue or ton houndslooth.
I- — -™-— —
— ____- .,
blue
tan
,
I Sizes: 35 - 36 - 37 - 38 - 39 - 40 - 42 - 44 I
| Enclosed MONEY ORDER
L.CHECK. I
I 'Name
I
• Address"
_
'
I odd 25c. for mailing.
I Your money refunded if not os represented

928 Broadway ♦ Nuw York City

Stars
of "Club 15
A ir Show

UPSETS RUIN THE ARM CHAIR QUARTERBACKS
Upsets were still a dime a dozen, and played havoc with
the guessing of the arm chair quarterbacks- last week-end.
Vanderbilt was up to its old tricks again by downing favored Alabama, while Georgia took L. S. U. to ride in its own
back yard, and trounced the Tigers 35-19. The University of
North Carolina got the surprise of their life, and went down
before Bobby Layne, and Texas Longhorns. Georgia Tech
built up a substantial lead in the first half and then coasted
to a 20-0 victory over Tulane.
South Carolina found the
going tough as Ole Miss proved to be better mudcats, and
subdued the visitors 38-0.
This week will find the schedule lighten up to some extent with some of the big powers taking breathers before
getting into the home stretch. The top games in the South
will pit Bice against Tulane and Georgia against Kentucky.
Here are the ten games to choose between this week.

COKE
ES GOLFERS

terrifically popular Andrews Sisters have an
individual singing style #11 their own. When it comes to
cigarettes—.well, let Patty tell you: "I've smoked many different brands
and compared, and I learned from experience that Camels suit me best!"
'HOSE

With thousands and thousands of smokers who
have compared cigarettes — Camels are the
"Choice of Experience."
Try Camels. Let your own experience tell
you why Camels are setting a new record!

m ,

/Wore pecpfe are Wfig

-■ ifatoMr before,!

plus Id
State Tax

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF'THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., ANDERSON, S. C.
© lyi/- ins C-C Co,

T

<<
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Moorer Picks Up A First Down On Pass

Alumni
Joe Warren Promoted

-OSCAR SAYScadets had a raw deal having to
That "Quilly" Hand was quite stand inspection Saturday morna sight walking across the quad- ing.
rangle at 2 a. m. Sunday morning
OSCAR SAYS
with a bag in one hand and two
That "Puddin" Neal has "C. D.
suits' over his shoulder. That he A." Cheatham well in hand.
(oscar) wants to know who was
-OSCAR SAYSteh other bag with Quilly?
That the picture of Jack Tres-OSCAR SAYSThat he (oscar) wonders how cott at the Friday night dance
he "Quilly" made out in Salis- showed Trescott at the "Height
of Conceit."
bury.
OSCAR SAYS

-OSCAR SAYS-

—

Tha*t he (oscar) doesn't see why
That he (oscar) hears that R.
N. Crow's date was limited Sat- Oarl Lowder can't be satisfied
urday night to intermission. That with one date a night, especially a
he (Oscar) would like to know cute one like Dot.
whko the snake was.
OSCAR SAYS
-OSCAR SAYSThat he (oscar) understands
That he (oscar)-;thinks that the that Chalker had a romantic affair with a blocking dummy on
Riggs Field.

UNKLEvB^N^l^
H

«3LK5IARE MlGHTV^t^
HARD-UP*<HAf # LOVElgfr
NOBODY BUT -THEMSELVES

-OSCAR SAYS-

That he (oscar) thinks that
Chalker should, know the "Y"
isn't open at 2 a. m.

John Moorer, Clemson blocking back, has just snagged a pass
from Bobby Gage, seen in background (No. 77) that was good
for 23 yards, and a Clemson first down. An unidentified Wake
Forest player is in the process of knocking John out of bounds.
The Deacons went on to win the game 16-14.

That he (oscar) thinks that
Jackie Stailey and the dirty shag
boys were in rare form Saturday
night.

CLEMSON HOME SERVICE
PlioKt.S612 Appliance. Dtv.
/C«5H\

(IF YOU\
UAVE)

,
.,tl.r..,

P

/-

CLEMSON, S.C.

EARL£_ffr.

■• /CMtilT\
(IFYOO)

;\NUO)

MDM Club To Give
Taps to Schools in
Three Home Counties

COLLEGE
CALENDAR

■*
That he (oscar) wonders how *.they get away with it at a ClemOctober 10, 11, and 12—State
son dance.
YMCA-YWCA Training Confer-OSCAR SAYSence, Carap Long.
October 12-17—Week of DeepThat this isn't the beach—boys!
er Religious Thinking sponsored
-OSCAR SAYSby the Baptist Church.
That he (scar) would like to
October 12 9 a. m.—Church serknow the name of the three boys vices for Lutheran students in
that slept on one bunk on the Club Room No. 1, YMCA.
quadrangle Saturday night.
October 12 2:30 & 6:20 p. m.—
-OSCAR SAYSVesper Services, YMCA. Mr. A.
That he (oscar) may be able C. Payne, Associate Secretary
to give them some publicity or YMCA, VPL, Speaker.
October 14 7 p. m.—Forum
find them .another room if they
Club, Physics Building.
•
don't like their present one.
October 14 8:30 p. m.—Tiger
-OSCAR SAYSBrotherhood, Tiger Den.
October 15 6:45 p. m.—Church
That J. J. Littlejohn. certainly
enjoyes himself gazing at that Night for campus churches. (Lubeautiful color sergeant in his theran students will meet in Barracks Chapel).
personal mirror.
October 15 7 p. m.—Mr. Robert
-OSCAR SAYSAyers, -State Baptist Student
That he (Oscar) would get a worker will speak at Baptist
laugh to see what Landrith would Church.
October 15 8 p. m.—Newcomdo if he failed to make two student frats.
ers' Club, Browsing Room.
October 16 7:30 p. m.—Clemson
College Little Theater Group,
Club Rooms of YMCA.

ggttONiT

BELL
SYSTEM

This year the Marlboro, Dillon,
and Marion County Clemson club
(M. D. M.) has sent to each of the
large schools in these counties a
copy of the 1946-47 issue of Taps
which will be placed in the school
library for the use of the students.
This club was originated a few
years back by the men from, these
counties that were attending
school at that time and has since
then grown to be one of the largest county clubs at Clemson.
The clubs aim is to promote a
feeling of fellowship and understanding between students. Each
year the club sponsors a Chrismas
dance which is held in a different county each time. This year
it will be held in Marion, December 26th.
The officers for this year are:
J. A. Smith, president,'from Mullins; W. D. Atkinson, vice president, Mullins; W. R. Raley, secretary, Bennettsville; and J. W.
Snipes, treasurer from Marion.

served as an assistant in Marketing at the Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station for one year.
He then became an Agricultural
eonomist with the Farm Credit
Administration until 1942, when
he was inducted into the army.
Discharged in 1945, he returned
to his old job until receiving his
reecnt promotion.
Dodd Speaks To Washington
Alumni
Under-secretary of Agriculture
Norris Dodd outlined Europe's
food needs in a speech to the
Clemson College Alumni Chapter
of Washington, D. C, on Wednesday, October 1. That chapter_ is
resuming its morythly dinner
meetings after their summer recess.
Piedmont Alumni Elect Officers
At a meeting on September 11
the Piedmont Chapter of the
Alumni Association elected William Folk, Jr., as president of the
chapter and E. P. Earle as secretary-treasurer. Also elected were
three vice presidents. They are
W. N. Jeffries,- P. D. Huff, and W.
B. Britt. Folk was not present
at the meeting because of an automobile accident on the day before, but was elected in his
absence.
The Piedmont club roster shows
73 names this year.
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By Len Reynolds
LOOKING AT THE COLLEGIATE FOOTBALL PICTURE
As the 1947 football season moves into its fourth week of activity
we find very few teams showing up according to pre season predictions. A large majority of the favorites have been defeated. Darkhorse elevens have surprised the experts with their upset victories
over higher rated opponents.
Georgia and Louisiana State met Saturday, October 4, at Sanford
Field in Athens. L. S. U. was predcited to have the team to beat in
the southeast with a powerful squad featuring the passing of Quarterback Y. A. Tittle, one of the nation's top pigskin chunkers of. last
season, and the line plunging of Fullback Billy Schroll. Georgia
somewhat weakened by the loss of their star halfback Ail-American
Charles Trippi, was not given much of a chance by the bookies to
take the lads from the Bayou state after, the Bulldogs had been
tripped by the Justice-Pupa machine from the University of North
Carolina' the previous week. However Coach Wally Butts' boys led
by the expert quarterbacking of "Johnny Rauch caused the experts
to slowly eat their words as the Bulldogs scored thirty five points ,to
wallop the Tigers 35-19.
Mighty Alabama took a 14-0 licking from little Vanderbilt. The
Commodores pulled it's second straight upset in as many weeks after
downing a powerful outfit from Northwestern University in the season's opener 3-0. Coach Red Sanders, the Vanderbilt pigskin mentor,
came up with a fine squad composed largely of fine sophomore and
freshman talent. This was 'Bama's second straight defeat as they
were blanketed by the Green Wave of Tulane in the 1947 opened
21-20. Alabama's Crimson Tide was predicted by the authorities to
come forward with a winning squad featuring the pass pitching of
Harry Gilmer.
*HJ£v
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You'll love the radio repair service
you get ait the CLEMSON HOME
SERVICE. We: are qualified to
repair all makes and models of
radios . . . our work is guaranteed
to please. See us today, about
your radio problems. And, for
the latest hit recordings . . . see
our selection.

Joe Warren, '27, has been elected Director and Vice President
of the Trimble Company, general
contractors, located at Pittsburg,
Pa. This firm has been in business in Pittsburg for 89 years,
and is the largest of its type in
that area, according to information received by the Tiger.
Pittsburgh Alumni Reorganize
The Pittsburg Alumni have reorganized and have elected officers for the coming year. They
are Joe Warren, '27, president;
T. J. .McGill, '28, vice president;
and Henry Sander, '37, secretary.
The club plans to hold its next
meeting the weekend of the
Clemson- Duquesne game. "Uncle
Jake" Woodward probably will
attend.
Pike Gets Promotion
Clarence E. Pike, agricultural
economics, '38, has been oppointed to take charge of Marketing
Extension with the North Carolina State College Extension Service. , After finishing Clemson,
Pike did graduate study at the
University of Kentucky, where he
received his Masters degree in
1940.
Following his grad studies, Pike
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Heyn Makes Speech

Dr. A. N.. J. Heyn. spoke last
Tuesday night at the meeting of
Clemson started their football the Fellowship Club on the subrivalry with the University of ject, "The • Dutch situation in
Georgia in 1897 when the Bull- Indonesia before and after the
war."
dog team beat the Tigers 24-0.

SPORTING GOODS

HOUSEWARE

SULLIVAN HARDWARE (0.
Anderson, S\ C.

SATED
make jour sittingroom com portable
$1 fo $1.50

1 help make
your telephone
service the
world's best"
There's not a squirm in a carload
of Arrow shorts with the patented
seamless crotch
can't chafe.

"About 50 years before you were born—back in 1877—I
started making telephone equipment for the nation.

;
•■

"As the manufacturing and supply member of the Bell
Telephone team, I've always had a lot to do with making
your service the world's best—at the lowest possible cost.

See your Arrow dealer for Arrow shorts. Every pair
is Sanforized-labeled (can't shrink more than 1%),
and comes with grippers or buttons. $1 to $1.50.

"The close teamwork made possible by my being a part
of the Bell System was never more important than today—
in helping to meet record demands for telephone service.
"My name is Western Electric."

Western Electric
A UNIT OF THE BELL

SYSTEM SINCE 1882

Arrow gives you four different models, to choose from
■—elastic side, adjustable tie-side, elastic all around
and French back—in white or stripes.

ARROW SHIRTS and ^IES
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UNDERWEAR •

HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

Stewort-Merritt Company
26 South Main Street"

Greenville, S. C.
Copyright 1947,
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